Nissan frontier fuel pump symptoms

Nissan Frontier owners have reported 32 problems related to fuel pump under the gasoline fuel
system category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Nissan Frontier based on all problems reported for the
Frontier. The contact owns a Nissan Frontier. The contact stated that the vehicle was repaired
under the recall associated with NHTSA campaign id number 04v fuel system, gasoline:
delivery: fuel pump. The vehicle had since stalled while driving on an intermittent basis. The
vehicle was taken back to the dealer and the contact was informed that the vehicle needed a
new fuel pump. The contact stated that the stalling failure was not present prior to the recall
repairs. The failure mileage was , and current mileage was , See all problems of the Nissan
Frontier. The contact stated that the vehicle failed to start. The vehicle was towed to the dealer
where the dealer confirmed that the fuel pump needed to be replaced. The manufacturer was
contacted and they advised that the VIN did not qualify for repairs under NHTSA campaign id
number: 04v fuel system, gasoline:delivery:fuel pump. The vehicle was not repaired. The failure
and the current mileage was , Driving on highway at speed, pm truck stalled out, attempted
neutral restart while manuevering to the right was a very hazardous situation. The check engine
light was now on so I did not consider it had run out of fuel. I had it towed to mechanic, code
read p which is the fuel level sensor on the fuel pump located in the fuel tank. I was placed in a
situation that was extremely hazardous to me, my passengers, and those motorists on the road
around me. Since this event I have read website after website describing this product defect, it
is the same in every case it is clear that Nissan has placed inferior parts in this truck and they
are failing putting their customers and those around us in harms way. Do we need to wait for
fatalites to recognize this is a manufactures defect. Nissan needs to take resposibility for the
and any other model years that have this part in them. My vehicle fuel pump failed and nearly
caused me to crash. The dealer says that my VIN number was not part of the faulty pumps that
were placed in the vehicles. I want to add that these other fuel pumps are also no good. I am in
the coast guard and my vehicle has been near the salty ocean air since I've owned it the same
reason for the corrosion on the other pumps. There should also be a recall for these pumps.
The contact owns Nissan Frontier. The contact stated that she was stopped at a traffic light and
the vehicle stalled. The vehicle was towed to the dealer. The dealer stated that they needed to
replace the fuel sending unit. The vehicle was repaired. The manufacture was contacted and
stated that the vehicle was not included in the recall associated with NHTSA campaign id
number 04v fuel system, gasoline:delivery:fuel pump. The failure mileage was 91, and the
current mileare was , The contact was driving approximately 50 mph when the vehicle stalled
without warning. The vehicle was towed to the contacts residence where she had a mechanic
change the fuel filter as a temporary repair but it did not remedy the failure. The dealer and the
manufacturer were contacted who did not offer any assistance since the vehicle was not
included in the recall under NHTSA campaign id number: 04v fuel system, gasoline:delivery:fuel
pump. The failure and current mileage was , Check engine light is illuminated due to faulty fuel
sending unit. The fuel sending unit controls the vehicle fuel gauge and provides information to
run on board emissions diagnostics. Dealerships refuse to cover the repair under warranty.
Consumers are unable to register a vehicle when the check engine light is on because the
vehicle will not pass a smog test. Safety becomes an issue due to the fuel gauge not accurately
providing the correct level of fuel in the tank. A recall has already issued for a similar fuel issue
on this vehicle - I believe the fix requires replacement of the fuel pump and includes the fuel
sending unit. My Nissan Frontier se's engine suddenly died with no warning. It would not start
and I verified that there was in fact gas in the tank. I expected it to be the fuel pump that failed. I
had the vehicle towed at my expense to a garage of my choice. I decided to check online to see
what recalls might be due on the vehicle. There were a few recalls, but recall id which is a recall
of the fuel sending unit was the one that seemed to be an exact description of the problem that I
had engine can stop running without warning resulting in a crash. I called the Nissan's head
office to see if the recall had been completed and was told that there were no open recalls on
my vehicle and that all recalls on my VIN had been taken care of. So knowing this I believed that
the sending unit was not the problem. My mechanic removed and replaced the fuel pump and
the vehicle still would not run. I mentioned the recall to him and he then carefully checked the
sending unit for corrosion and discovered that there was an electrical short on the one
connectors on top of the unit that he found due to the plastic on under the connector being
cracked. This was definitely the problem, and I was told that the sending unit looked to be the
original. The mechanic then purchased an oem fuel sending unit from Nissan and my truck was
fixed. The issue with this is that the part number on the new pump that was put into my vehicle
is the same exact number as the one that was originally installed in the vehicle. This is
unacceptable because the company put a new sending unit into the vehicle to comply with a
recall knowing that the same existing problem would return. I feel like I am driving a ticking time

bomb! A defective leaking fuel pump sprayed gas all over the under carriage of the truck
causing a fire hazard. I was never told about a recall on my Nissan Frontier pickup truck relating
to the fuel pump. It caused my fuel pump to fail and my engine shut down while I was driving. I
want to know why I can't take any action?. The contact stated that there was corrosion in the
fuel system. The fuel tank developed a crack in it which corroded the terminal strip. The failure
caused the fuel system to stop working and the engine to shut off without any warnings. The
dealer stated that the recall repair was previously repaired and that the contact has to pay for
the repair. The contact is concerned that the parts used to repair the recall were defective. The
failure mileage was , Ever-so slowly, the gauge finally read "f" but the check engine light came
on. It seems that this is a common problem, with quite the number of complaints across the
internet. This issue is constant after every fueling. Worse, the levels are inaccurate and could
cause damage to the fuel pump by running to empty. The only safe way I can operate my vehicle
is by meticulously eyeing the odometer. My vehicle has less than 50k miles. Box franklin TN
dear sir; I am writing to you today to complain about a problem with my Nissan Frontier club
cab. A couple of weeks ago at about miles my check engine light came on, and the gas gauge
started to malfunction. I had my personal mechanic check the codes, and it came back as a
failed fuel level sending unit. I called my local dealer where I purchased it and was told that it
was not going to be covered under the warranty. It would be covered if it was the fuel pump
under the drive train but it was the fuel pump, but the sensor that was bad. I think that is a very
bad business decision considering the current business climate. I have been a very loyal Nissan
customer for the past 25 years starting with my first new pickup in , I then had two sentra's,
then a zx, and now my Frontier club cab. I have been extremely happy with all up until now! I
have now done much research on the issue, including your technical bulletin ntba. Where you
statedealer should replace the part and file claim under pfp or primary failed part. One could
reason it says primary and hence is covered as part of fuel pump and Nissan will reimburse the
dealer. I would very much appreciate your assistance with this perplexing problem. Nissan has
a great reputation, and I don't understand why no recall has been issued. I can be reached at or
at or by email at or at my home address: kevin thank you for your anticipated help! Nhtsa
consumer reports s. Attorneys generals office. Or does not work period. This is the 3rd. Fuel
pump and sensor unit installed in this vehicle! I will not replace this part ror the fourth time! I
guess someone will have to be injured or killed, when they run out of gas on the interstate, for
an attorney to brings a class action suit against Nissan and question NHTSA as to why the
agency has not taken action. Ok'd repair but cannot be done because no fuel tanks available.
Dealer has truck, to tow it to a private repair shop would be an added expense with no
guarantee of repair. Dealer will only use new Nissan tank that they can't get. I have no truck. At
30, miles pulled a p "fuel level sensor a" code on Nissan Frontier - 3yr warranty ended 6days
prior to mil. Entire fuel pump assy needs replacement - Nissan won't honor 3yr 36, mile
warranty. Service rep at Nissan dealer is aware of problems with the fuel pumps - asked me if
my fuel gauge was inop before knowing the fault code. After searching the internet found many
people have the same problem - there should be a recall on this issue. My Nissan Frontier has
had five recalls. The recall that I am unsatisfied with is related to the fuel system: the Nov.
These repairs are pending and have been since June 30, The fuel tank is unavailable and has
been for days, as of today oct. It has been inoperable and has been at the dealer since June
Original issue began on June 13, The vehicle struggled to turn over, emitted heavy dark
exhaust, the smell of gasoline was present, the service-engine light went on and I experienced a
loss of power while getting it to the fitzgerald auto mall dealer in chambersburg PA. The
required work was completed on June The repair work included replacing the knock sensor
code p and related gaskets, replacing the vent control valve and charcoal canister code p There
was no mention of any recall work regarding the fuel system. I drove the truck for six days. On
June 29 the exact same symptoms appeared. I got the truck home barely and called the service
manager. On June 30, the diagnosis came back. Same problem, different diagnosis. The codes
were pulled and p came up again, but this time the required part to repair the vehicle is a new
fuel storage tank-- a part that was recalled. The regional specialist for Nissan has promised to
take care of the payment and reimbursement for the repairs, but has not delivered yet. Nissan
won't reimburse until the part is in the vehicle. My case number with Nissan is The part is "due"
at the dealer the last week of October, however a recall repair should not take 4 months. My
complaint is not with the chambersburg dealer but with Nissan north America. Obdii code is p,
fuel level sensor a circuit high input - replace fuel sending unit. Please consider a recall on the
fuel pump module. I purchased Nissan Frontier xe and have had to do major repair on it. Carfax
reports three recalls;only two of which I can confirm attended to. The issues are suspension an
dfuel: throttle linkages and control and fuel system, gasoline delivery:fuel pump. Despite the
work I have also had done on these issues the truck still has problems: fails to accelerate at

times and steering wheel shakes between 60k and k and makes steering difficult. I am trying to
work this out with dealership but they are beating around the bush. I feel very much that fixing
this vehicle is like chasing ghosts and that it is a lemon. The incident date is my date of
purchase. Towed to baytown Nissan. Faulty gauge reading led to running tank dry. Replaced
fuel pump and sending unit. The vehicle stalled while driving at 25 mph in dry conditions. The
contact called the dealer , and discovered that recall 04v was the cause of the failure. The dealer
replaced the fuel sender, but the vehicle remained inoperable. When the dealer replaced the fuel
pump the vehicle started. The contact stated that the cause of the fuel pump failure was due to
the recall. The contact called the manufacturer about the failure, but a return phone call was
never received. The failure mileage was 45, On March 07, my Nissan Frontier began
intermittently to lose engine power. No recognizable events lead up to the power failure, it came
on suddenly and without any warning. The first incident occurred at a major highway
intersection, and nearly caused vehicle crash. On March 08, , I had my vehicle towed to my
primary mechanic for inspection. On March 09, , my primary ase certified mechanic diagnosed
the problem as being a faulty fuel tank sending unit. He also advised me of Nissan's voluntary
recall campaign for this specific problem, and suggested that I return my vehicle to them to
have the recall service completed. On March 22, , I had my vehicle towed to sandy sansing
Nissan of pensacola, FL, to have the recall service completed. The details of this service as
noted on my service invoice were as follows: fuel sending unit non-salt recall; checked
connection, no corrosion found, sprayed protective coating on connectors. On March 23, , I
returned to the dealership to pick up my vehicle, as I had been advised that the service was
completed. After driving less than four miles from the dealership, the engine in my vehicle
began to fail, just as it had when the problem was diagnosed as being a faulty fuel sending unit.
I phoned sandy sansing Nissan's service department to asvise them that the problem still
existed. Their response was that the recall did not require them to replace the faulty fuel
sending unit since my vehicle was identified as not being located in a " salt state". As a result of
my vehicle's engine failure, again I had to have it towed home. I don't understand the process
that was used to determine that my vehicle was not eligible for being located in a salt state. I
have two homes and one of them is in tennessee, which is a salt state", and I travel there quite
frequently. I am unable to find a local independant mechanic to replace the fuel sending unit
because of Nissan's recall. While driving my Nissan Frontier, I noticed a gasoline smell. I got
out of the truck, and looked underneath. Gas was pouring on the ground from on top of the fuel
tank. Further investigation showed that gas was spraying from the fuel pump all over the
underside of the truck, even onto the catalytic converter. The amount of gas spraying was
absolutely frightening. The dealer told me that the fuel tank hit a rock on a recent trip. This
caused the fuel pump to smash against the bottom of the truck and create this problem. Impact
to the fuel tank is almost unavoidable in any off road situation. The fuel tank is the lowest
component under the truck, and the main power wheel in 4wd is the wheel directly in front of
the fuel tank. There is no skid plate kit available to protect the gas tank at this time. The dealer
refused to warranty this item the second time it occurred. Vechile is nissian Frontier crew cab
se. Took truck in was told no crack or corrosion so was told they put a sealent on it. Procedure
per recall I have. Recall is 04v On truck stop working in major intersection was almost hit from
behind. Truck towed to nissian and was told it was this part that was cracked and had lots of
corrosion on it, but I would have to pay for it since recall was for sealent only. Not acceptable.
Was told that nebraska is not a salt state so the sealent would work. What the heck do these
people think we use for the ice and snow we have here? People at my dealership were the best.
They really tried to go to bat for me but their hands are tied as well. They were told it was a
company policy. I am really upset. I called the for nissian and got no where. Hell they would not
give me a a street addr for me to send a certified letter to and they would not tell me who the
ceo was. I got some women on the phone who just gave me the run around and said she would
open a file. What ever that means. I believe these people are responsible for this part. They new
it was bad in the begining. It says so on their website. Nebraska a no salt state. Where do these
people think nebraska is, the tropics? I wish to issue a formal complaint. I do not want anyone
else to have to go through this nor if their engine stops I would hate for a fatlity to take place. I
would think they would want to prevent that my self. I am a resonalbe person with a great sense
of humor but my humor and my patientce is running very low. I hope to hear from someone on
your end as soon as possible. Thank you laural. Corrosion in the fuel sending unit caused the
consumer's Nissan Frontier not to start. While driving approximately 60 mph on normal road
conditions, the vehicle shut off without warning. The engine would not restart after several
attempts. Roadside assistance was called to the scene and the vehicle was towed to an
independent mechanic. The technician stated that the failure was related to the fuel pump. The
contact was reimbursed by the manufacturer for a prior repair, which was related to a recall.

Recently, the failure recurred because the previous repair was insufficient. The vehicle has not
been repaired again. The failure mileage was unknown. When the fuel tank was removed the
nipple which was welded to the tank rusted through and was about to fall off. The problem may
be due to leaking gasoline. Recall 04v Consumer was unable to start vehicle after several
attempts. Had vehicle towed to the dealer, who replaced the fuel pump sending unit. Consumer
stated he tested the fuel pump and the wiring had a short. Consumer received recall 04v
concerning fuel sending unit. However, when consumer took the vehicle to the dealer,
consumer was denied. There was a listing of states where the recall work will be done in its
entirety. The vehicle owner was from oklahoma which was not listed. My fuel pump in my
Nissan Frontier v6 4x4 failed as a result of problems with the plastic component fuel sending
that was connected to the pump shorting out. Read more Fuel sending unit corroded. The
consumer was told that the recall was completed on his vehicle in septemebr However, at the
time there was no corrosion. The consumer is requesting reimbursement. Car Problems. Fuel
Pump problem of the Nissan Frontier 1. Fuel Pump problem of the Nissan Frontier 2. Fuel Pump
problem of the Nissan Frontier 3. Fuel Pump problem of the Nissan Frontier 4. Fuel Pump
problem of the Nissan Frontier 5. Fuel Pump problem of the Nissan Frontier 6. Fuel Pump
problem of the Nissan Frontier 7. Fuel Pump problem of the Nissan Frontier 8. Fuel Pump
problem of the Nissan Frontier 9. Fuel Pump problem of the Nissan Frontier Tank Assembly
problems. Gasoline Fuel System problems. Auxillary Tank problems. Tank Filler Pipe And Cap
problems. Tank Mounting problems. Fuel Delivery problems. Carburetor problems. Gas Tank
Strap problems. One of the worst problems that can happen to a vehicle is a bad fuel pump.
Without gas your Frontier will not run at all. With that in mind, most of the symptoms of a bad
fuel pump revolve around the vehicle stalling out or not running at all. While being in the fuel
tank makes the pump more reliable, it also makes it a lot more difficult to get to. The good news
is that fuel pumps are inexpensive. The bad news is that they cost a lot in terms of labor to
repair and replace. The engine may throw a P trouble code. Any trouble codes that exist could
be a clue. Sometimes when there is low fuel pressure, you may also get an oxygen sensor
related trouble code as well. The real issue with diagnosing a bad fuel pump is that it resembles
many other vehicular issues in terms of symptoms. One of the most common signs that a fuel
pump is going bad is a whining sound. The whining sound can indicate that the fuel pump is
going out before there are any performance based issues. Keeping an open ear can save you
from getting stuck somewhere with a bad fuel pump. Typically, if you are heading up a hill or
accelerating the engine may start to feel like it is just running out of steam. Now, a bad fuel
pump can also feel a heck of a lot like a bad catalytic converter. Both conditions will make the
motor feel like it is running out of wind when you hit the gas. A bad catalytic converter will not
feel as jarring. If you are unsure, check out this article on troubleshooting catalytic converters.
If you get P or P trouble codes with a scanner, it very well may be the catalytic converter
causing these symptoms. One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel pump is going to be that
the your Frontier is difficult to start. A fuel pump that is going out is going to feel the same as a
bad fuel filter. This makes telling if you have a bad fuel pump vs bad fuel filter very challenging.
How do you tell them apart? A clogged fuel filter will have high pressure on its input side and
low pressure on its output side. A bad fuel pump will have low pressure on both sides. They are
both going to cause the same hesitation at high speed and difficulty starting. The only way to
truly tell is to place a fuel pressure gauge on both sides of the line and get a reading from both.
A priming fuel pump sounds like a high-pitched whine for a few seconds and can be heard with
a sharp engine right after the ignition key is turned, but before the starter is engaged. The
symptoms of a bad fuel pump match a lot of other common problems that can occur in the
Nissan Frontier. Testing the pump and pressure on each side of it are going to be the quickest
ways to rule it out. If there is anything you would like to add, please leave a comment below.
Good luck! Challenges Starting the Engine One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel pump is
going to be that the your Frontier is difficult to start. One of the worst problems that can happen
to your Nissan Frontier is a bad fuel filter. When the filter goes bad, it can limit the amount of
fuel that enters the engine. Without fuel, the vehicle will not run at all. With that in mind, most of
the symptoms of a bad fuel filter revolve around the vehicle stalling out. It looked like a little pill,
and it would be quick and easy to replace. This was in the era of carbureted vehicles. Fuel
injection requires higher fuel pressure. Higher fuel pressure meant that a more robust fuel filter
would be required. This meant the fuel filter was no longer left under the hood. It was put in the
steel fuel line, between the gas tank and engine bay. These fuel filters were more reliable, but
they also were tougher to change. Repairing them means getting under the vehicle and
disconnecting steel fittings. The good news is, no matter how old your Frontier is, the
symptoms of a bad fuel filter are universal. And, fuel filters are cheap. Before taking anything
apart, check to see if your engines computer has any trouble codes saved in it. The engine may

throw a P trouble code. Any trouble codes that exist could be a clue. Sometimes when there is
low fuel pressure, you may also get an oxygen sensor related trouble code as well. The real
issue with diagnosing a bad fuel filter is that it resembles many other vehicular issues in terms
of symptoms. Typically, if you are heading up a hill or accelerating the engine may start to feel
like it is just running out of steam. Now, a bad fuel filter can also feel a heck of a lot like a bad
catalytic converter. Both conditions will make the motor feel like it is running out of wind when
you hit the gas. A bad catalytic converter will not feel as jarring. If you are unsure, check out
this article on troubleshooting catalytic converters. If you get P or P trouble codes with a
scanner, it very well may be the catalytic converter causing these symptoms. One of the best
indicators of a clogged fuel filter is going to be that the your Frontier is difficult to start. If your
car is difficult to start, a clogged fuel filter would probably not be the place to start looking,
especially if you are getting no trouble code for fuel pressure or the oxygen sensors. It could
certainly cause the problem though. A fuel pump that is going out is going to feel the same as a
bad fuel filter. This makes telling if you have a bad fuel pump vs bad fuel filter very challenging.
How do you tell them apart? A clogged fuel filter will have high pressure on its input side and
low pressure on its output side. They are both going to cause the same hesitation at high speed
and difficulty starting. The only way to truly tell is to place a fuel pressure gauge on both sides
of the line and get a reading from both. A priming fuel pump sounds like a high-pitched whine
for a few seconds and can be heard with a sharp engine right after the ignition key is turned, but
before the starter is engaged. The symptoms of a bad fuel pump match a lot of other common
problems that can occur in the Nissan Frontier. Testing the filter and pressure on each side of it
are going to be the quickest ways to rule it out. If there is anything you would like to add, please
leave a comment below. Good luck! Hard to Start Engine One of the best indicators of a clogged
fuel filter is going to be that the your Frontier is difficult to start. The fuel pump relay gives the
fuel pump power when it is time to build up fuel pressure in the rail. There are different reasons
due to which the fuel pump relay fails. In this article, we will discuss symptoms that your fuel
relay failed, location, replacement cost, and how to diagnose it. The relay can fail due to many
reasons, from dust to electrical power surges, anything can affect the well-being of a fuel pump
relay. The engine control module does always monitor all engine sensors to ensure they do not
show the wrong values. If the ECU suspect a wrong value from any sensor, it will light up the
check engine light. The ECU monitors the fuel pressure with the help of the fuel pressure
sensor. If the fuel pump relay suddenly fails, it will light up the check engine light and store a
trouble code on the fuel pressure. An engine runs on fuel just like the heart of a human runs on
oxygen and blood. Therefore, any fuel pump relay issues will affect fuel flow to the combustion
chamber, and your vehicle might have problems starting. However, this can happen due to
several other reasons, such as a choked fuel filter , so you should always properly diagnose
your car before replacing any parts. If the fuel pump relay may have any bad solderings inside
it, it might suddenly lose the relay connection and stop delivering power to the fuel pump. The
part that ensures none of this happens is the fuel pump, and it cannot work perfectly if the fuel
pump relay develops any issues. A faulty fuel pump relay can also cause the engine not to start
at all and be completely dead. No fuel pressure means that your engine will never start, and if
the fuel pump relay failed, it would not give any power to the fuel pump to build up fuel
pressure. When you turn the ignition on in the ignition lock, you should hear a whirring noise
from the rear of the car. This means that the fuel pump started building fuel pressure in the fuel
rail. If you cant hear this, there might be a problem with the fuel pump relay. You can try to
listen closer around the fuel tank for any noise for seconds after turning the ignition on. In most
car models, the fuel pump relay is located in a fuse box somewhere under your dashboard, but
it can also be located in the fuse box in the engine bay. For different vehicles, the fuel pump
relays can be located in different places. The fuel pump relay is a small electronic device easily
acquired online or at the nearest spare parts shop. Diagnosing a relay is often pretty straight
forward. The fuel pump relay does often have 4 pins, and in this case, it is often easy. If your
relay has more pins and not the same numbers mentioned here, you need to check a wiring
diagram. I have been working with cars for 10 years, specialized in diagnostics and
troubleshooting. I created this blog because I was tired of finding false information on the web
while looking for repair information. I hope you enjoy my content! The fuel pump relay is an
important component of the fuel system of your vehicle. Whenever you turn on the ignition of
your vehicle, the fuel pump relay is turned on. Contents show. Rough Acceleration. Engine
Stalling. Engine is completely dead. No noise from fuel pump on ignition. Where is the Fuel
Pump Relay Located? Fuel Pump Relay Replacement Cost. Fuel Pump Relay Diagnosis. Search
This Site Search. Virtually all modern vehicles with internal combustion engines come equipped
with fuel pumps. The fuel pump is responsible for delivering fuel from the gas tank to the engine
at the appropriate pressure required for performance demands. When the key is turned on, the

fuel pump is activated and pressurized, which can be heard as a quiet whine or hum in some
cars. The fuel pumps on most modern vehicles are electric and mounted in the fuel tank.
However, some vehicles are equipped with inline or mechanical-style fuel pumps. Because the
fuel pump is the component responsible for supplying the engine with the fuel required for it to
run, any issues with it can cause major drivability and performance problems. Usually, a bad or
failing fuel pump will produce one or more of the following 8 symptoms that alert the driver of a
potential issue. One of the first symptoms of a problem with the fuel pump is a loud whining
sound. An old or worn fuel pump may produce a noticeably loud whine or howl while running.
Most fuel pumps will produce a quiet hum during their normal operation, however, an
excessively loud whine coming from the fuel tank is usually a sign of a problem. There may not
be enough fuel, a damaged pump, or contaminated fuel inside the system. Another symptom
commonly associated with a problematic fuel pump is difficulty starting. Because fuel pumps
constantly run whenever the ignition is turned on, they can eventually wear out and weaken
over time. A weak fuel pump may still pump fuel, but the vehicle may experience difficulty
starting from the lack of pressure. A weakened fuel pump can cause the vehicle to take more
cranks to start than normal, and in more serious cases may even cause the vehicle to require
multiple turns of the key before it will start. One of the surest indicators of a faulty fuel pump is
a sputtering engine â€” typically at high speeds. Should you be driving at a consistently high
speed and the engine suddenly sputter before returning to normal operation, it may indicate
issues within the fuel pump. In this case, the fuel pump cannot provide a constant stream of fuel
to the engine at the ideal pressure. A rising temperature paired with stalling often indicates a
problem with the fuel pump motor. Another indication of a bad fuel pump is a loss of power
when the vehicle is under stress â€” such as driving uphill or carrying a heavy load â€” or while
accelerating. In these circumstances, the car will feel like it is unable to go or maintain the
intended amount of power. If the fuel pump is the cause, it means it can no longer regulate fuel
pressure accurately and provide the appropriate amount of fuel to the engine. Irregular
resistance inside the fuel pump motor may cause vehicle surging, and indicates a fuel pump in
need of repair. Surging feels like the gas pedal has been used. However, it occurs at a random,
consistent speed. If this happens often, it may be because of problems within the fuel pump. A
valve within the fuel pump may not be opening, causing more fuel than necessary to pour into
the engine system. Excess fuel in the engine does not get stored or used. Another more serious
symptom of an issue with the fuel pump is a no-start condition. If the fuel pump fails completely
â€” to the point of not being able to provide enough fuel for the engine to run, the vehicle will
refuse to start. The engine will still crank when the key is turned, but it will be unable to start
due to the lack of fuel. A no-start situation can also be caused by a variety of other issues, so
having the vehicle properly diagnosed is highly recommended. Fuel pumps are found on
virtually all internal combustion engine-equipped vehicles in one form or another. Most fuel
pumps are built to last. However, as the vehicle reaches high mileage, it is not uncommon for
fuel pumps to require replacement. If your vehicle is displaying any of the symptoms above, or
you suspect your fuel pump may be having an issue, have the vehicle inspected by a
professional technician to determine if the pump should be replaced. The most popular service
booked by readers of this article is Fuel System Inspection. Our certified mobile mechanics
perform over services, including diagnostics, brakes, oil changes, scheduled mileage
maintenances, and will come to you with all necessary parts and tools. Our certified mobile
mechanics make house calls in over 2, U. Fast, free online quotes for your car repair. Fuel
System Inspection Cost. Service Location. Whining Noise From the Fuel Tank One of the first
symptoms of a problem with the fuel pump is a loud whining sound. Difficulty Starting Another
symptom commonly associated with a problematic fuel pump is difficulty starting. Engine
Sputtering One of the surest indicators of a faulty fuel pump is a sputtering engine â€” typically
at high speeds. Loss of Power Under Stress Another indication of a bad fuel pump is a loss of
power when the vehicle is under stress â€” such as driving uphill or carrying a heavy load â€”
or while accelerating. Car Surging Irregular resistance inside the fuel pump motor may cause
vehicle surging, and indicates a fuel pump in need of repair. Car Will Not Start Another more
serious symptom of an issue with the fuel pump is a no-start condition. Home Articles. The
statements expressed above are only for informational purposes and should be independently
verified. Please see our terms of service for more details. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings.
YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related Articles. Recent Fuel System Inspection reviews. Excellent
Rating. Rating Summary. Raymond 37 years of experience. Request Raymond. Raymond was
very knowledgeable mechanic and through in his testing. I trust him for any future from your
mechanic. Michael 4 years of experience. Request Michael. Arturo 27 years of experience.
Request Arturo. Informative and efficient. Allen 36 years of experience. Request Allen. Excellent
Service all the time. Goes above and beyond to provide great customer service. Need Help With

Your Car? Related articles. How to Replace a Carburetor on Most Cars A carburetor
replacement involves the air cleaner, vacuum hose, car fuel line, and a number of other parts.
This complex procedure varies by vehicle. Read more. The The fuel tank is responsible for
holding the gas or diesel that runs the vehicle. Obviously, this job is very important. On top of
being extremely inconvenient, a leaking or faulty fuel tank is downright hazardous. Gas vapor is
Does Gasoline Expire? Gasoline Gasoline does expire if it is left unused f
2005 chevy tahoe fuel filter location
forummercedes
echo srm 210 trimmer parts diagram
or a long period of time. The problem with gas is its volatility. A volatile substance is prone to
separating and vaporizing. This is especially bad if the fuel vapor has Related questions Clunky
noises whenever I reverse The noise could be coming from your front control arm stabilizer bar
link arms. These link arms connect your front stabilizer bar to the lower control arms and the
arm joints could be defective. A certified mechanic, such as one Seemingly misfires Hi What I
would therefore recommend, to get this engine running condition diagnosed and repaired, is
you request a check engine light diagnostic. The trouble codes that Whirring noise at lower
speeds Hi there. If this noise changes as you accelerate and decelerate then most of the time it
is caused by a failing pinion bearing in the rear differential. I usually start by checking the fluid
in it to see if Browse other content. Schedule your Fuel System Inspection today! Fuel System
Inspection Price. How can we help? Read FAQ.

